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                Négocier la défense: Plaider pour les criminels au siècle des Lumières à Genève, based on the author's doctoral thesis, fills a gap for specialists and advanced graduate students studying the history of jurisprudence in early modern Europe. While historians such as Jean-Claude Farcy, Jean-Marie Carbasse, Arlette Lebigre, André Laingui, Pieter Spierenburg, Francisco Tomás y Valiente, and Mario Sbriccoli have focused over the past four decades on criminal justice, prosecution, torture, and punishment in England, France, Spain, Italy, Germany, and the Netherlands, Françoise Briegel, in four lengthy, densely packed chapters, focuses instead on the evolution of legal defense mechanisms in criminal and civil trials in Geneva during the Enlightenment (1714–1792).
Chapter one provides a detailed description of Geneva's governmental institutions and social groups and the composition, legal training, values, roles, and requirements for becoming a member of its elite corps of avocats (trial lawyers). Chapter two explores the causes that brought about changes favorable to the accused in trials, including the writings of the philosophes (especially Voltaire, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, and the encyclopédistes), and the growing number of tracts and pamphlets wherein jurists advocated reforms in legal procedures (such as replacing the inquisitorial system of justice with an accusatorial system that included public trials, defense attorneys, no torture, indemnities for those later found innocent, and restrictions on capital punishment). Chapter three provides concrete evidence for how the laws of 1714, 1734, 1738, 1768, 1782, 1789, and 1791 advanced the rights of the accused by providing them with public trials, defense attorneys, friendly witnesses (often family members), copies of trial documents, the right of appeal, more frequent pardons, shorter sentences (if found guilty), and financial indemnification (if condemned but later found innocent). Chapter four, which seeks to quantify these progressive developments, underlines the changes that took place in legal forms (requêtes, demandes, mémoires, plaidoiries de la défense, and recours à la grâce) and provides abundant statistical support for the growing frequency of public defense, pardons, and shorter, more lenient punishments by analyzing the results of some 8,645 trials held in Geneva between 1734 and 1792. In a brief conclusion, Briegel explains that her research demonstrates how, during the eighteenth century, Geneva's wealthy bourgeoisie and corps of young, progressive avocats gradually replaced a harsh inquisitorial system of justice with a more paternal, accusatorial approach, which restored the judicial rights that the accused had enjoyed prior to the sixteenth century. By the era of the French Revolution, new laws had placed restrictions on the arbitrary power of judges, provided the accused with defense attorneys, moderated the punishments handed down, abolished every form of torture, regularized court procedures, and encouraged a form of plea bargaining.
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